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RESOURCES TO WATCH
The following annotated bibliography was compiled by various members of the AWA Diversity
Committee and the list is modeled after other resources lists that are available online from local
governments and neighboring institutions. The entries are organized in no particular order. The AWA
Diversity Committee does not necessarily endorse, recommend, or assume responsibility for the work of
any author or publisher, listed here or otherwise. Some of these entries may contain offensive words
and/or explicit examples of racism, discrimination and/or microaggressions. Please practice self-care and
explore these resources at your own risk.
How You See Me I Soul Pancake

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMTBhz92xvU (Latino)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FO6DADHDPQw (Black)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3ydbIUo0EY (Arab)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTLtjGUGgN8 (Asian)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxHHstcyP4I (LGBTQ)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxHHstcyP4I (Woman)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWRxkDHqnUQ (Man)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwW6mYdJ7Xc (Disability)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOF70kAB1-s (Size)

"We're not a cookie-cutter version of what Hollywood or the media projects about what we look like... "
Have you ever been told you don't look like the culture you come from? Or you are “other?”
Hear perspectives from a diverse array of people.
Multiracial American Voices I Pew Research Center

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2WaNmhvEzo (Identity)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBaYzAx3Ymw (What Are You?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEvoVFUGGmg (Being Multiracial)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpvaYaxA57U (The Future)

The Pew Research Center invited ten multiracial Americans to share their experiences and perspectives.
Qallunaat! Why White People Are Funny I Mark Sandiford

https://www.nfb.ca/film/qallunaat_why_white_people_are_funny/

This documentary pokes fun at the ways in which Inuit people have been treated as documentary
subjects by turning the lens onto the strange behaviors of Qallunaat (the Inuit word for white people).
The term refers less to skin color than to a certain state of mind. A collaboration between filmmaker
Mark Sandiford and Inuit writer and satirist Zebedee Nungak, Qallunaat! brings the documentary form
to an unexpected place in which oppression, history, and comedy collide.
Return here in the future for a more resources.
We plan to update and add to these lists
as often as possible.

